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SPRING. 
T. B. 
How pleasant it Is when the roses appear, 
And little birds warble their melodies dear, 
When earth seems a garden of birds and of flower~, 
That nestle and sing in the gi·een leafy bowers ; 
And everything sounds with a mnsical ring, 
As glad earth resounds to the splendors of Spring. 
'Tis rapture to rise at the breaking of day, 
When soft winds are wafting the birds' early lay, 
As joyfully singing from homes in the trees, 
They send their sweet welcome away on the breeze ; 
Or restless with pleasure they rise on the wing 
And mingle their notes with the noises of Sprmg. 
When shadows are length'ning at evening's decline, 
And home from the pasture wind slowly the kine, 
The plow-boy, returning, is lost in excess 
Of joy, that he whistles but cannot express, 
For evenmg additional charms can bring, 
That swell with the chorus that comes with the Spring. 
While Nature is giving to Purity birth. 
'Twould seem that no evils could dwell upon earth ; 
But alas ! in this beautiful world are those, 
Who are found like the thorns you find with the rose, 
For deceit and duplicity artfully cling 
With virtues that shine through the beauties of Sp1ing. 
Our lives, at tll,e lorigest are only a day : 
The mornmg has come and Is passing away. 
Unless on our journey, we're guided by truth,-
In vain have we liveil_ through the springtime of youth, 
And pangs from the past will remorsefully sting, 
When age echoes backward the mem'ry of Spring. 
[No. 3. 
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CLIOWISE. 
BY PROF. W. H. WYNN. 
Finale. 
History, like the drama, to be effectively 
written, and profitably read, must bring into 
play that faculty which Lord Karnes calls 
ideal presence, the faculty known best in 
reverie, when the mind leaves its present 
surroundings and lives and expatiates in 
distant places, and in long-past events. This 
is preeminently the historic sense, although 
no doubt it ought to bo strongly reinforced 
by great patience of research, and conscien-
tious application to the accuracy of details. 
Prescott was accustomed to listen for two 
hours a day to the reading of some standard 
novel, because he thought "it stimulated his 
imagination and enhansed the animation 
of his style." The truth is, he was but giv-
ing free reins to the faculty which in the 
stated hours of composition he had under 
restraint. 
But we must not omit to qualify this re-
mark. A vivid imagination without schol-
arly attainment and skill, or without that 
realistic habit that seeks above all a truthful 
representation of events, may be successful in 
a series of historical pictures; it cannot make 
history, in any accepted sense of that term. 
The facts the historian must have; in so far 
as they are accessible to him, the real facts, 
the hard facts, the unvarnished facts-and 
he must distinctly see their order of sequence, 
and their underlying causes. But what we 
urge is, that over all these he must brood, 
until thrones and senate chambers are alive 
with their occupants, until the streets 
of the cities are swarming with their 
excited populace, and armies are marching, 
and ships are sailing on the high seas. He 
must witness the altercation of cabinets, 
walk silently in the conclave of conspirators, 
hear the noisy orator harangueing infatuat-
ed crowds, and stand breathless when grave 
courts 'are consigning illustrious victims to 
the dungeon and the block. 
I conceive the historian must have some 
of that marvelous power with which the 
great Shakespeare was preternaturally en-
dowed., of bringing the human life of the 
past in all its phases sympathetically to view, 
the statesman, the priest. the philosopher, 
the clown-all enlivening the scene by the 
kind of activity their life would suggest. 
Indeed the great Marlborough was wont to 
assert that he had learned all he knew of Eng-
lish history from Shakespeare's plays; and 
there can be no question that if the mighty 
poet of Avon had taken the material of 
Holinshed which he worked into his dramas, 
and through them had set himself to, the 
task of reproducing the Englisht'-ife of the 
past in the less pretentious gaf.6 of prose 
composition, we should have lta,d such a 
history as neither Thucydides nor Lord 
Macaulay could have produced. This is the 
same thing as to say that the dramatic fac-
ulty is indispensable in a writer of history, 
and then it must follow that the reader of 
history will succeed in exact proportion as 
he can give himself up to this sympathetic 
mood. 
For example, a battle is described-some 
one of the noted decisive battles ·of the 
world. First its locality and geographical 
relations should be traced on the map. It is 
said of the famous master of Rugby, that 
his eyes kindled into a glow of excitement 
at the incidental seeing of a map, so long 
had he been accustomed to associate his 
historical researches with this objective 
way of giving them bounds. But this is not 
enough. The inner faculty must conjure 
up the scene; the marching and counter-
marching of contending hosts, the din and 
roar of the onset, the waving of flags, the 
mangled limbs of the wounded, the tramp-
ling of horses, the garments rolled in blood-
the whole horrible work of carnage must be 
re-enacted, so to speak, before the eager eye 
of the mind. If diplomacy is under wa7, the 
city, the hall in which the great diet is .as-
sembled, the noted characters in convention, 
the speeches they utter, the excitements, 
struggles, swayings of conflicting issues, the 
heat of factions, and finally the lull of ex-
pended passion at sight of some expedient 
whereby empire may be longer held upon 
the slidil}g sands-all this must be brought 
into sympathetic realization by the brooding 
mind. If persecution rages, and exiles are 
flying or arming against the cruel edicts of 
some emperor or pope, the track of their 
wanderings, and the noted battle-fields on 
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which they sealed their testimony in blood 
will be fixed on the map, in order that the 
imagination may have some concrete arena 
in which to soar, some terraftrma on which 
to plant her foot. Walter Scott would not 
trust himself to describe the battle of 
'Waterloo, until he had visited the fatal 
spot, and with note-book in hand, acquainted 
himself with every rising knoll and sloping 
vale of that "ensanguined plain," on which 
for a moment the fate of modern Europe 
had been suspended by a hair. A map was 
not enough, he must see the field itself. 
Heroditus the "Father of History," and, ac-
cording to an eminent German philosopher, 
still the most charming historian that has 
ever lived, in the absence of any aid from 
maps, at a date long anterior to Strabo, 
before' yet Geography was known among the 
Greeks, traveled patiently through the 
countries he described, and lingered affec-
tionately about every spot of histori_c inter-
est until its secret was revealed. Ideal 
presence was thus aroused, and he gave the 
world a history which is as vivid as a 
romance, whilst recent researches are just 
now awarding to him his due meed of credit 
for accuracy of detail. 
The general principle is plain. Whoever 
would write history well, or enjoy the ad-
vantages its study confers, must cultivate 
the faculty of living in the past, must brood 
over the great epochal forces that are rep-
resented in the life, manners, arts, religions, 
state-craft, wars and letters of the times, 
and find their meaning in the conspicuous 
human channels in which these forces play. 
Get into sympathy with the representative 
men. Follow them. Cling to them. Be 
much in their society, and if need be set them 
in living colloquy before your eyes. Lord 
Macaulay was at one time asked how he 
succeeded in retaining such a complicated 
n~t-work of events in his mind, such schemes 
and counter-schemes of ambitious rulers 
and contriving cabinets, so as to bring all 
out in such a living picture on the printed 
page. His reply was that he kept the lead-
ing characters in his story in perpetual con-
verse with one another, and from their 
various responses, frank or feigned, he c11lled 
outtheissues of the times. We need not ap-
proach an experience like this in a psycho-
logical mood. It is imagination, no doubt, 
but imagination under special drill. There 
is no mind to which it is not a possible feat. 
In other words it is "the seeing eye" upon 
which Mr. Carlyle so strenuously insists. 
You can do nothing without it. You travel 
in the dark. Pages fly by. with no self-
illuminating quality in the words, as opaque 
and sterile as the moon. You know some-
thing of what you have read, but how lean 
and skeleton-like your intelligence isl It will 
not stand upon its feet. It is not alive. The 
human breath is not in it. You saw the 
past as in a mirage-a doul-ile, blurred view,, 
and possibly all things upside down. Such 
knowledge you may find in museums, \\'hen· 
you wander around as a mere spectator,. 
without even the dry scientific details of 
classification in your head, tortoise-shells; 
badger-skins, bleached skeletons of beasts, 
wildernesses of stuffed birds, stilted bears, 
great saurians picturt>d in the rocks,-a 
dead world, with no breath of human life in 
all this mocking show, and for the most part 
representing regions where human life 
could not subsist. See to it that your esti-
mates of human life be set to a higher key. 
VOLTAIRE. 
C. L. 
In the great web of progress woven by 
Time there have been many broken threads. 
Threads which the· mightiest minds have 
failed to unravel and weave into harmony. 
Still all history, with its success and its fail-
ures has been indicative of a great plan-
the duties of each and every one of us be-
comes a minute fiber in the fabric. 
That there should ·be advancement there 
must of necessity be enthusiasts. It has been 
their duty to deny or to affirm, to destroy or 
to build up, Faith has been the power to 
erect new institutions, skepticism to tear 
down the old. Then to the doubter, with· all 
the maledictions heaped upon him, with all 
his evil, with all the contempt of humanity, 
should belong the honor of our progress 
and our power. To the traitor must we 
yield the homage of the success, the freedom 
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of government; to the unbeliever, the 
glory, the grandeur of the Christian religion. 
To Voltaire, with all his evil must we attrib-
ute the peace and prosperity of western 
Europe. He was a stupendous power before 
which man must yield. With oppression on 
every side, he saw its horron; and with a 
wonderful keen-sightedness he beheld free-
dom in the future, clad in her purest garbs. 
Ever after he was in the front and center of 
the fight. Truth was his war-cry and he em-
blazoned it on his banner, which though torn 
and drabbled never fell from its staff. He 
had a profound, implacable hatred of tyran-
ny and gave his abhorence words, and whet-
ted for his use, a sword which felled all be-
• fore it. 
Here is one of the rare examples of a man 
who dared to think, to feel, to act, contrary 
to the opinions of those around him. He 
was a mocker but the results of his work 
have placed him side by side with Luther 
and Calvin. They were men, honored and 
upright; he was a miracle. They had the 
exhilaration of enthusiastic followers to 
inspire them to their duty; he, the simple 
love of truth. Five centuries have failed to 
produce another man animated by so rare a 
motive. Homage to him I He may have 
yielded to temptation, he may have fallen, 
but more honor is due to him than to the 
sainted angels. 
His eighty-four years had been crowned 
with success, but his comprehensive mind 
conceived another plan, which, had he lived, 
would have culminated his labors with a 
grander victory than history has ever re-
corded. His keen sight beheld the evils of 
war, and justice pointed out to him the ben-
efits of an international council. With his 
usual enthusiasm, he sought for its accom-
plishment, but death cut him down in the 
midst of his work. No one completed the 
plan, though many tried to solve the prob-
lem. After a whole century of progress, 
General Grant, in a speech last winter, men-
tioned the feasibility of the plan, and every 
newspaper in the land re-echoed the senti-
ment and called it one of the original eon-
eeptioris of the man the nation was bound 
to worship. 0, the inconsistency of human-
ity! As in the years to come, when the 
great wave of enthusiasm shall have disap-
peared, and much of the magical power 
which to-day belongs to the name of General 
Grant has been destroyed the impartial 
judgment of the next generation shall ap-
point his place among men, so it falls to our 
lot to lay at the feet of Voltaire the laurels 
due him. 
He may not have been a genius but he 
challenges our respect and wonder. He 
who hates falsehood, he who loves truth, 
must yield their thanks to him. That he 
was passionate, unreasonable or even indeli-
cate cannot be denied. But what is immod-
esty, what is passion, compared with that 
lowest meanest, basest trait of human char-
acter, hypocrisy. Yet many christians have 
been in their hearts as wantonly profane as 
Voltaire, but covering up their crimes with 
hypocrisy, have shielded themselves from 
the sarcasm of the world. 
Can heaven punish such as he, whose every 
motive was love and truth ? Then heaven 
itself were unjust! If there be no justice 
there, let us have it here on earth. Lift his 
his form from oblivion and crown it among 
the heroes! Tear from him the winding 
sheet, robe him in royal purple and seat him 
where we may love, learn and be wiser men 
and women, for in the study of the character 
of Voltaire, polluted though it were, there is 
more of christian charity and fortitude to be 
learned than from the example of all the 
ministers in our land. 
PAST AND PRESENT. 
w. s. s. 
We often hear people discussing the ad van~ 
tages of the past and deploring the degen-
eracy ·of the present. Some of those who 
are not satisfied with the present seem to 
lament exceedingly that society did not re-
main stationary when it had attained its 
highest degree of excellence in the past. But 
that society cannot reach a certain state 
and then remain unchangeable is a necess-
ary condition of its existence. Then, as it 
is the nature of society to be changing, if 
it is not advancing, it is of necessity retro-
grading. Has society retrograded during 
the past century, or has it progressed? Let 
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us glance at its condition in the past and 
present, and see if we ca,1 satisfy ourselves. 
Many who are not satisfied with it are con-
tinually talking about the degeneracy of the 
times. At first sight, to some it may seem 
thus, but do not the signs of the times in-
dicate the truth of the universal law of prog-
ress't Our country is wealthier now than 
in the past, and we have many of the ad van-
tages of wealth, such as the comforts belong-
ing to the home, an increase of education, 
and the material and essential success of 
the people. In the past the minds of the 
people were greatly interested in important 
social and political questions. They had 
seen but a few years of independence and 
the work of forming our government with 
those elements in its base which would sus-
tain a true civilization, devolved upon them; 
and in doing this nobly as they did, their 
time was devoted largely to the welfare and 
prosperity of the country. 
At present we have a governmen~-
lished, recognised by all nations; a country 
at peace with all foreign powers; and, 
although but a short time has elasped since 
it passed through a great financial struggle, 
and is at present facing a political period 
which is very suggestive, yet there is noth-
ing of.such importance before the people as 
to attract their entire attention. Hence a 
large portion of their time is devoted to cul-
ture, social interests and pleasure. But as 
it is now unnecessary for us to be actively 
engaged in defending some great cause, does 
it follow that we will not cheerfully go to 
to the front and act promptly when occasion 
demands 't Let us go back a few years and 
we will find that our country, rather than 
tolerate "state rights" and permit our union 
to be destroyed and thus eradicate from our 
minds the plighted faith of our fore-fathers, 
suffered itself to become a grand tomb for 
thousands of its bravest sons. But what 
was the result? The direful curse of slav-
ery, the greatest evil that ever was thrown 
over a progressive people, an element which 
disgraces the pages of all history and which 
has dimmed the glory of all the past, has 
been, by their lives and their labor, forever 
removed from our country. Again, go where 
you will and you hear the cry, "The increase 
of crime." Without considering some lead-
ing circumstances it is very natural for one , 
to arrive at this conclusion, but if we take 
into consideration the fact that our popula-
tion is over twelve times as large as it was 
then; journals ·which are now so common 
and are found in every home, were then 
comparatively few and unsignificant; news, 
instead of traveling as it did then, now flies 
from continent to continent. Thus we have 
an opportunity of gaining a knowledge of 
all passing events. Are we from this to 
erroneously conclude that the morals of 
society are growing worse 't 
Let us look for a short time at the inven-
tions that have been perfected; at the ad-
vancement in science and in education; we 
conclude that labor in all the pursuits of 
life has been lightened; that science ha~ 
made many striking ad vanceinents; that our 
educational system is such that it affords an 
education to all; that in the literature of the 
present. we have many names which stand 
among the first. But the giant minds of 
every age have contributed master-pieces 
and in having an opportunity of studying 
the thoughts of great men of all ages, we 
have a decided advantage over the past. 
Some may say the past does not refer to a 
century ago. In answer, we say compare 
the eighteenth century with the seventeenth, 
and so on with the preceding centuries. 
We find a gradual advancement in society, 
and conclude that progress is endless. All ob-
stacles in the path way of progress are over-
come by labor and genius. Genius stands on 
the vantage ground, and surveys a Wide 
field of duty and usefulness, and if we can 
by labor become more accomplished, is it 
not an imperative call for us to tax ourselves 
to the utmost, in order to promote the inter-
ests of society and to be able to bequeath to 
those who succeed us, a larger and richer 
legacy of improvement. 
THE STUDY OF HISTORY. 
E. 
When a botanist finds a plant that is new 
to him, he immediately proceeds to find out 
its life history from its form, manner _ of 
fertilization, and method of growth. Why 
does he do this 't He does it that he may 
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find out what relation it sustains to the 
),"est of the vegetable world, and what part 
it has played in the past history of the 
globe. A geologist. picks up a piece of 
. stone. He recognizes it as the fossil of 
some ancient animal. By investigation, he 
finds that it belongs to some old geological 
period. It carries him back to the time 
when it and its fellows sported at will in 
some pre-historic ocean. It is to him a his-
tory which the finger of time has written in 
the great book of Nature. 
History is universal. Everything has a his-
tory, and makes some impression upon the 
world in which it lives. 
The theory of evolution is only a generali-
zation of the life histories of the animal and 
vegetable kingdoms; a gathering up of each 
individual history, ana a forming of a grand 
whole from which is deduced the principles 
upon which the theory is based. Thus care-
fully does the scientist study the history of 
animated and inanimated nature that he 
may deduce the laws that govern the uni-
verse of matter. 
How often do we hear it said that civil 
history is just to be skimmed over, not stud-
ied. As much as to say the study of man-
kind is of no importance. Just here I wish 
to enter a plea for a more thorough course 
in history in our common schools. It is not 
sufficient that it be just read. The essential 
facts are to be drilled into the scholars just 
as much as the principles of arithmetic, and 
yet, how basely neglected. The scientist 
considers it important to know the history 
of a plant or fossil but the history of what 
man has done and is doing, is in the opinion 
of many a common school teacher, of no im-
portance. But why should we study history 
as deeply and as thoroughly as any of the 
practical sciences? 
In the first place it expands the mind. No 
man can be a narrow-minded man who has 
a good general knowledge of history. He 
feels that there are others besides himself 
who have lived, and acted. He groups 
the principles that have governed men's 
actions in times past and finds that the same 
principles are at wo:i;k in the present. It is 
true our present times more nearly concern 
us. Whether we have war or peace, is to 
us a question of importance. The success-
ful completion of the first is a weighty mat-
ter, because defeat may mean destruction 
as a nation. The continuance of the latter 
with its blessings is still more to be desired 
for it means national growth and prosperity. 
But when we regard the events of the past 
with an enlarged and comprehensive view, 
they are of as much importance as the 
events of the present. When the wars of 
the far off past have been recorded by the 
eloquent pen of a Thuycdides or those of a 
petty state by the acute and discriminate 
pen of a Macchiavelli; when the affairs of 
a mighty empire have been portrayed by 
the pen of a Prescott or those of seven 
little states, bound together in freedom's 
sacred cause, against a power that wielded 
the wealth of India and America, by 
Motley, they form a branch of political 
science and historical reflection that is of 
inestimable advantage to the student or 
statesman. 
But these sink into insignificance beside the 
mighty march of the whole race. Each of 
the petty countless wars are as one mere 
fossil in the earth's crust compared with 
the giant struggle of the whole toward the 
goal of liberty and free thought. History, 
carefully read, gives food for reflection 
and thought. Who can read the history of 
Europe from the fourth to the sixteenth 
centuries without asking himself, ''Why 
were Italy and northern Europe, during the 
larger part of this period, steeped in the 
densest ignorance, with scarcely a redeem-
ing feature; while, to the east, south, and 
west of her were nations basking in the 
light of scientific and historical learning; 
why were the Moors in Spain and other 
Mohammedan nations in the east permitted 
to last only long enough to impar.t to Europe 
a pa1t of their knowledge, and then to pass 
out from the history of the civilized world, 
and at a later date to receive from Europe 
that knowledge, which they had once im-
parted to her?" 
(Concluded next month.) 
The publishers of the Aurora hoped to be 
able to announce the date of meeting and 
programme of the Alumni Association, but 
can as yet only say, the last week in June. 
ABSTRACT AND CONCRETE IN SCIENCE. 4'3 
SCIENTIFIC. 
BRIEF LETS. 
Several species of diatoms, previously un-
known, have recently been discovered in 
London clay. 
Prof. Klebs announces that benzoate of 
soda, taken in daily doses of thirty gramme!?, 
will render the poison of diphtheria inop-
erative. 
Preparations for n,rnoving the Egyptian 
obelisk to the United States are actively 
progressing. 
Chicago is to have a glucose factory with 
a capacity of one thousand bushels per day. 
The planet Mercury, which is rarely visi-
ble on account of its proximity to the sun, 
was recently seen with the naked eye from 
the Paris observatory. 
Etna is again tranquil, and an ascent will 
soon be made to determine the extent of the 
changes produced lly the recent eruptions. 
A superior quality of glass is being man-
ufactured from the residue left after phos-
phorous is extracted from bones. On the 
authority of Nature, such glass has the pe-
culiar property of not being attacked by 
fluoric acid. 
In going to the scene of an accident, a 
locomotive on the Pennsylvania railroad, 
recently, ran 60 miles in 45 mmutes and 8 
seconds. 'rhe Scientjic American reports 
this as the fastest locomotive time on record. 
The company now in charge of the Hud-
son river tunnel has a capital of a hundred 
millions of dollars and, much to the disgust 
of those who hold heavy stock in docks and 
ferryboats, is carrying the work steadily to-
ward completion. 
The audiphone is highly recommended by 
many eminent scientists, but it has the ob-
jection of requiring the service of both 
hands when in use. A little contrivance 
called the "Osteophone," recently invented 
by a doctor in Philadelphia, has the same es-
sential structure but allows the free use of 
both hands. 
ABSTRACT AND CONCHE'rE IN 
SCIENCE. 
In comprehending the facts of science, 
these two term:; seem to be. greatly mis-
understood. Many differences in opinion 
both upon great principles in science,as well 
to the meaning of every-day phenomena 
can be traced to either a wrong or confused 
idea as to what is really abstract and what 
concrete. 
The discussions upon the existence and 
relations of matter andforce in science; the 
beliefs in idealism and realism in religion; 
and the various performances in mythology 
and witchcraft are all traceable to the con-
founding of the abstract and concrete: tJie 
difficulty being that what has only an 
abstract existence is believed to have a con-
crete existence. 
The most forcible illustration of this 
statement is found in cases of insanity. A 
person who is insane is influenced power-
fully by the abstract, while the concrete 
world, (except in the form of shakles and 
iron bars,) affects him but little. 
The influence of the abstract is also well 
shown in keepsakes and historic places. It 
is not the keepsake, the old home, or little 
mound of earth in itself, that swells the 
emotions and causes the tears to start, but it 
is the abstract of something else associated 
with the concrete, tangible, something that 
we see. To speak more strictly in a scienti-
fic sense, we may say that all classification 
in science is made in the region of the 
abstract and not in the concrete. The term 
horse in science is the name of a class and is 
an abstraction which has no color; while 
the concrete horse, which i11 an object in 
nature is white, black, bay or whichever is 
true of the individual specimen under exam-
ination. The abstract vertebrate of science 
has no color, no hair, feathers, scales, (not 
even abstract ones,) no hoofs or claws, and 
not even a tail, but simply those elements 
which are common through the whole sub-
kingdom of vertebrates. While the concrete 
vertebrate is the particular animal being 
examined and has all the specific parts neces-
sary to make it complete. If objection is 
made that the abstract horse must have 
color because everything has color, then the 
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paradox must be met, that 1fe has all colors 
at once. For if you say, a horse is white, I 
can as truly say he is black. So, as he can 
not be both, he must be neither, and the only 
way of settling the matter is to say that 
horse as applied to all horses is an abstrac-
tion and exists only in individual minds, and 
has the color given it by each mind. 
It would take too much space to contain 
this subject to its legitimate application in 
detail. Hence suffice it tu say that in ex-
plaining the subject of dreams, the supposed 
existence of ghosts, hobgoblins and witches 
which once so terrified the inhabitants of 
earth, it has bestowed one of the greatest 
blessings that mankind has ever experienc-
-ed. and is one of the instauces where scieum, 
supports the Bible, by saying, cast the beam 
out of thiue owu eye, that thou mayst see 
clearly to cast the mote out of thy brother's 
eye. EN AMr. 
RECREATION. 
W.A.S. 
Happiness is the universal aim of all earn-
est minds. One of the most essential of the 
many elements, which make a life happy, is 
the possession of good health; and a main-
tenance of such a physical state requires 
recreation. ·whatever be the occupation, it 
makes practically no difference. It is no 
less essential to one class than to another. 
The hard-worked hands of the machine-shop, 
the tillers of the soil, those in domestic em-
ployment, the miner, the student, and men-
tal laborers of all ch1sses, alike have need 
for some recreative employment. But when 
we speak of recreation, does our reader un-
derstand by it an interval of idleness~ We 
cannot consider it so. The student may 
find recreation in what the farmer or me-
chanic considers his daily toil. Between 
work and recreation there exists a close 
relation. Take these as o~posite terms and 
use them in connection with occupations of 
a different character, and work becomes 
recreation and vice versa, according to what 
kind of labor makes use of the terms. 
Recreation is a deviation from the usual 
routine of life to the indulgence in some 
form of labor that brings pleasure and de-
light to the mind; that·tends to re-create 
the whole being, and supply new incentives 
to action. It is not the labor in which we 
feel interested, and which gives us the 
greatest delight, that is most likely to tear 
down a physical constitution; but it is that 
which we dislike, and which we would not 
engage in, were it not that we see no other 
means of sustaining ourselves. Thus the 
muscular laborer, in many cases, continues 
from day to day, to drag out a miserable ex-
istence, with no solace for the present, and 
but little hope for the future, till his whole 
self, accustomed to the same scenes, and the 
same duties, obeys with automatic skill 
what a free man would make a pleasure. If 
man's whole life could be made one of con-
stant recreative work, the millions might be 
relieved of half their burden of toil, and 
still the world would hasten the march of 
progress; longevity would become more 
universal. There should be a cognizant sym-
metry between miud and body. If we al-
low the mind the ascendency by its constant 
cultivation, and a neglect of physical laws, 
the symmetry is destroyed; or cultivate 
and improve the physical capability and neg-
lect the mental, and there is no symmetry. 
In other words. ·when a weak and timid 
physical organization becomes the vehicle 
of a broad and far-seeing mind; or, what if' 
much worse, when a well-developed physical 
being comes under the control of a narrow, 
weak intellect, you have the two extremes 
resulting from the want of two kinds of re-
creation, 1JiZ, mental and physical. 
It would be unreasonable to presume that 
there can be any particular mode of recrea-
tion established, since so much depends upon 
the occupation and inclination of the indi-
vidual. As a class, students are most capa-
ble of enjoying true recreation, because brain 
workers are less apt to be worried than mus-
cular workers. Any game or amusement is 
apt to become monotinous toil whenever it 
is made compulsory; or when one unduly 
exerts himself in aspiring to excel in some 
particular direction, his efforts cease to be 
of a recreative nature. That the same phys-
ical training for all, without discriminating 
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as to form, natural gait or physical endur-
ance, is advisable, may oe left to your consid-
eration; to us it is questionable. A weakly 
person may not always be injured by a 
course of rude, unmodified discipline, but it 
is easier by such a process to deteriorate him 
into utter feebleness tha11 to bring him up 
to a condition which nature never gave. 
THE METRIC SYSTEM. 
W.C.A. 
The universal adoption of the metric or 
decimal system of weigbts and measures is, 
at present, a question of considerable im-
portance. It became absolutely necessary 
for the different nations to adopt some sys-
tem as a standard, in their transactions 
with each other; hence the origin of the 
metric system. We acknowledge that a uni-
form system would be of ~reat advantage 
in individual, as well as iuternational trans-
actions; but shall the adoption be made com-
pulsory in the United States, is the question 
which most concerns us. 
It has been argued by some that, since the 
metric system is superior to our present 
system, it should at once be made obligatory; 
others claim that it should be made obliga-
tory after a certain time; still others advise 
that it be taught in all our schools, and, if 
it possesses the great advantages claimed 
for it, it will ultimately supplant our pres-
ent system. The latter is certainly the wis-
est plan; for the people should not be com-
pelled to use the new system until they 
thoroughly understand it and clearly see the 
advantages it possesses over the older sys-
tem. 
What would be the effect if the metric 
system were made obli~atory 'f It would 
necessitate the immediate change of all 
scales, measures, and rules in use through-
out the land for the same implements upon 
the metric system. It would impede the 
progress of the manufacturing interests of 
the country; because our factories and 
foundries are filled with costly tools, dies, 
gauges, and various machines, constructed 
on the basis of the foot. Every geared 
lathe in the United States depends on a 
screw of a certain number of threads to the 
inch: all these would have to be changed 
for the same machines constructed on the 
basis of a metre. The expeuses resulting 
from all these changes would be -enormous. 
Again, the denominations of the metric 
system are 11ot commensurate with those of 
our present system. Consequently, every 
measurement reprei,ented by a unit in the 
common system, would be represented by a 
long fraction in the metric system. 
The metre was intended to be the .000,001 
part of the quadrant of the terrestrial me-
' ridian of Paris; but science has proven that 
it is as arbitrary and unscientific as the 
yard, and it is certainly less convenient. 
If its adoption were made compulsory, 
every land-title in the United States would 
have to be remodeled, and the limiting 
measurements expressed in terms of the 
metre, which, not being commensurate with 
with the foot or yard, would only express the 
measurements approximately. This would 
cause derangement and confusion. It would 
be au unjust interference with the rights 
and privileges of the people; and it would 
cause unnecessary labor, derangement, and 
expense in every department of business. 
PHRENOLOGY. 
Phrenology professes to be a philosophy 
of the human mind, founded upon the phys-
iology of the brain. The subject is an in-
tensely interesting one, for in it is iuvolved 
· the displacement of erroneous ideas by uew 
truths, founded on accurate observation of 
facts. It was first made known to the pub-
lic in 1769, by Dr. Gall, a German physician. 
Ever since, it has met, on the one side, with 
earnest support,, on the other with decided 
oppo:;ition; and even yet it claims to be ffll 
established science. 
It .js the experience of every obse:rver that 
there are great diversities of character, and 
it was due to this fact that Dr. Gall first at-
tempted to discover whether there was auy 
conuection between it and external form. 
AccordiEgly, he at last connected the varie-
ties of character with difference of physiog-
nomy, and, fiually, adoptetl the idea that the 
diversities of character were related to the 
shape and size of the brain. Gall and Spurm-, 
heim, by continued and untiring effort, de-
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veloped the theory into a science. It was 
with so great thoroughness and care that 
they made their observations and dissec-
tions, that, although their science has been 
destroyed, their work forms the basis of 
modern physiology. The foundation prin-
ciples of the old school are the same as those 
of the new. One of them is that the power 
of mind is dependent upon the size of the 
brain, and since what is true of the whole 
must be true of the parts, the power of spec-
ial faculties ·depends upon the size or spec-
ial organs. Bain says, " There is an indis-
putable connection between size of brain 
and mental energy displayed by the indi vid- . 
ual man or animal. It cannot be main-
tained that size is the only circumstance 
that determines the amount of mental force. 
Quality 1s as important as quantity wheth-
er in nerve, muscle, or any other portion of 
animal structure. But just as largeness of 
muscle gives gr13ater strength of body, as a 
general rule, so largeness of brain gives 
greater vigor of mental impulse." This, 
the doctrine' of the best physiologists, is 
none other than the uoctrine of all the phren-
ologists. 
Gail found himself excelled in power of 
memory of words by fellow students who 
had prominent, eyes. After much observa-
tion, he concluded that if a memory for 
words was indicated by an external sign the 
same might be the case with other faculties 
of the mind. With this as a beginning, he 
proceeded to build up his science. When-
ever an individual, whose head he had ob-
served when alive, died, he examined the 
brain, and generally found that, on remov-
ing the skull, the brain presented a form 
corresponding to that of which the skull 
had exhibited in life. 
But, while the foundation of phrenology 
is true, it has been carried out too far; for, 
while it is true that many great men have 
had large brains, there have been cases of 
great men possessing small brains, as there 
are also instances where insanity and idi-
ocy were associated with brains of large 
size. 
Dr. Andrew Wilson, in the Popular Science 
Monthly, thus describes the contradictions 
of the science: " The Phrenologists have fre-
quently localized faculties and organs of 
mind upon bony surfaces separated from the 
brain by intervening space of considerable 
extent. The bump of destructiveness in the 
feline races resolves itself into a mass of~ 
jaw muscles. The "frontal sinuses," or 
great air spaces in the forehead bones of the 
animal, are the regions, par excellence, of 
intellect according to phrenology. The or-
gan of calculation is a solid bony process." 
In the case of fifteen skulls of murderers, 
whose crimes had been marked by unusual 
brutality and violence, Mr. Stone demon-
strated by measurement and comparison, 
"that each of the fifteen had the organ of 
destruction less than the average of ordinary 
heads, w bile thirteen of these skulls possessed 
the organ · less when compared with the 
whole contents of the brain." 
G. H. Lewis remarks, "that Phrenology 
has two distinct aspects. It is a doctrine of 
psychology and it is an art of reading char-
acters." It is not strange that the art of 
reading character has been the main object 
of culture and research, nor is it surprising 
that those who practice the art of reading 
character should meet with results which 
carry with them the convictions of truth. 
Their sense of perception is naturally great 
and has been largely developed by exercise. 
Besides they do not neglect, when practis-
ing their art, those physiognomical character-
istics by means of which persons not phren-
ologists, can often discover the character 
and motions of those about them. Every 
passion or emotion bas its language and this 
language can be read more or less accurate-
ly. The history of a person's mental life. is 
often written so effectually on his face, that 
no efforts of his can erase the lines which 
the workings of bad passions or evil tenden-
cies have made. The phrenologist, while ex-
amining the configurations of the skull, 
observes the habits, gait, gesture, expres-
sion and voice of the subject, and it is from 
the results of all these observations that he 
determines the character. 
The so-called science has been, for the 
most part, practised by men utterly ignor-
ant of the primary principles of physiology, 
and on this account, it justly deserves to be 
uprooted. .But, in so doing, the anatomist 
must not forget that he depends upon it for 
the first principles of his science. We are 
only on the threshold of the great science of 
the mind, and the brain and its functions 
is not yet thoroughly understood. 
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IT seems as though the activities of this 
term, in every department, will long char-
acterize it as one of the most progressive 
sessions known. Law and order seem to be 
the predominating characteristics in every 
department. The hitherto unwieldy joint 
oratorical and lecture committees are, it 
appears, about to be ori;ranized as permanent 
associations, governed by separate constitu-
tions of their own. The societies are all 
awake and quick" to note every chance for 
improvement. The general deportment and 
appearance in the building were never bet-
ter,-in fact, it is whispered around that the 
faculty is getting anxious for something to 
do. A short stroll over the grounds will 
bring to your notice, the'gardens in magnifi-
cent shape, Prof. Budd busy shipping some 
of his choice Russian fruits, preparations 
for interesting experiments, a husy lot of 
boys in the machine shop, unusual activities 
in th.-e farm department, new experimental 
barns going up, the President's residence 
pushing to a speedy completion, and grounds 
never before so attractive. They all seem 
to conjoin to make a harmonious and valu-
able season of wo1k. 
IN taking a brief survey of the grounds, 
two lamentable and conspicuous cases of 
needed improvement presented themselv_es. 
As we walked along, we pictured two cases 
happening at the same time. We imagined 
we saw, in the one case, the blackest, sad-
dest, and sickliest boy, on the darkest night, 
emerging from the filthiest swill-box it has 
been our lot, for some time, to see. Take 
notice that this was in the night, for in the 
day-time they give said box a wide berth. 
In the other case, we saw a boy with the 
blackest frown, on the darkest night, extri-
cating himself from a hole in the walk. It 
is said, of two evils choose the least, but we 
would, in this case, rather be excused from 
choosing either. 
A DECISION of the Supreme court has lately 
been rendered, which will be of great inter-
est to our students. A test case was sprung 
in. the fall elections of '78, in Iowa city, 
which, being carried to the circuit court of 
Johnson Co., was decided in favor of plain-
tiff. The question was appealed to the Su-
preme court, where the decision of the cir-
cuit was repealed. This virtually settles 
the question of students voting in Iowa. 
The wh1.,le question centered in the students 
intentions. The gist of Judge Seevers' in-
structions were to the effect that if the stu · 
dent left his former home with the intention 
of residing at Iowa City, during, and after the 
the completion of his education; and did 
not intend to return to his home, as a home, 
during vacation; and received no support 
from his parents, while attending the uni-
versity; he was entitled to a vote; other~ 
wise he was not. 
THE christian public will note with much 
interest, a question which has recently been 
raised at Yale College. It is one touching 
the fundamental principles of the founda-
tion of the institiution, and is liable to en-
gender much bitterness by the press and 
christian public generally. The question ~L 
issue as quoted, is," Whether practical athe-
ism, under cover of 'political economy,' and 
'social science,' shall be taught by a Profes-
sor of that institution." President Porter 
took exceptions to the manner of teaching,-
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and work taught in Professor Summer's ile-
partment, and advised its discontinuance. 
The Professor, however, being an ardent ad-
-,rocate of the doctrine of Herbert Spencer's 
Social Science, threatens to resign rather 
than change. his moue' of teat:hing or the 
work taught. As this is· a question which 
can lie settled only by the Trustees, their 
convening will be looked. forward to with 
considerablii interest .. The institution, we 
believe, was founded by and with the sup-
port of the Congregational church. Most 
all subsequent patronage came through this 
source.. These facts, together with the anti-
christian teudencies of the book, and the en-
thusiasm of Prof. Summers, will justify, 
we think the bitter opposition of the chris-
t.ain people. ·while we recognize the fact 
that Herliert Spencer's philosophy, or any 
other man's philosophy, has a perfect right 
to be counted on our shelves, if we feel dis-
posed to put them there; yet we <lo not be-
lieve that it should be thrust upon an hon-· 
est, conscientious people in direct opposition 
to their views, and the great work which 
they are perpetuating. 
(Aurora Sketch, Continued.) 
The June issue weighed anchor. and 
was soon wafted. away to its many anx-
ious friends. We imagine we can see the 
longing looks of its et1itoi·s, while waiting 
the results of the critic's pen. The experi-
ment, however, was destined to be received 
with favor, as exchange comments soon 
proved. The first tide of expectaI1cy and 
doubt having cleared away, the editors now 
turned their attention to the realities of the 
work which opened up before them. No 
doubt, new and unLhought of phases tlevel-
oped themselves daily. They were not long 
in learning of the bitter animosities and 
jealousies prevalent against the institution, 
in consequence of which, we notice a num-
ber of refutations and explanations running 
through the paper's columns. A hasty glance 
over its early pages shows that they have 
been ably suvplied with the usual literary, 
. scientific, editorial, personal, and local mat-
ters. The discussion of agricultural topics 
gave it a decidedly agrirnlturnl cast. Human 
nature and characteristic college-day pranks 
were freely represented in its columns. The 
faculty contributed articles freely from 
their various departments. Gerteral Geddes' 
lectures on Hindoo travels, Professor Bes-
sey's scientific discourses are among the 
contributions. We feel that this historical 
sketch would be decidedly· incomplete should 
we fail to mention the labors of the 
AURORA'S life-long friend, Professor Wynn. 
The year is now drawing to a close, and with 
it comes the hurry and worry of commence-
ment. The final bow of the chief sums up -
the trials and triumphs of the· year's la_. 
bor, which can be better imagined than 
described. 
We now hasten to the opening pages of 
'74, and the first article which meets our 
gaze is, "Unaule to dig'·. Whatever appre-
hensions we may have had at first they 
were soon dispelled on turning the pages of 
this year. The policy of the paper was 
much the same as the preceding year, all 
the departments being managed with skill 
and dignity. Its editorial pen was wielded 
by S. Y. Yates, '74. With the assurance that 
a laborious, but successful year has passed 
we turn to '75. 
M. E. Rudolph, '75, shaped the paper's des-
tiny during this year. Being crowded for 
space we can only stop to speak in terms of 
praise pf its management. We notice from 
an editorial that the AURORA'S monthly trav-
els are rapidly extending, reaching nearly 
all portions of the state and union. With 
feelings of pride and satisfaction for the 
past, we now scan the pages of '76, which is, 
happily, a continuation of the same earnest-
ness .ind enthusiasm, manifested in previ-
ous years. The editorial affairs fell to the lot 
of J. F. Hardin, '76, whorP-signed his office , 
in August, when W. S. Collins, '76, was elect-
ed to finish it up. In this issue is to be 
found a slight change, by way of assigning 
departments to the different editors in 
printing the editorial corps. This is also 
the eventful year in which the college pro-
cured an ample printing press, although 
the paper was not printed at the college un-
til the next year. 
This brings us to the close of '76, and, 
as we look back over the four years pass-
ed, and mentally reckon the peculiar diffi-
culties, and prejudices to which the pioneer 
editors were subject, we can only wonder 
that the blaze of enthusiasm kindled -in 
'73 did not die an untimely death. In our 
next we will reviewthe years '77, '78 and '79. 
(To be continued.) 
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-"New chairs in the dining room. 
-"Now is the time to make garden. 
-The Trustees are here; 1n:epare for extra 
hash. 
- -Psychological essays are in order at 
present. 
, -Cry of the Sophomores: " Polly wants a 
cracker." 
-The General made a flying visit to his 
home at Vinton not long since. 
- -" He uses truth with great frugality," 
. -is the way a Sophomore puts it. 
-The Juniors began the analysis of the 
J<'airie Queeu, the first week in May. 
-Canes are the rage among the gentlemen; 
puffs absorb the attention of the ladies. 
-A student in physiology describes a 
portion of the brain as the alma mater. 
-The measles have subsided; Mrs. Prof. 
Macomber is the only victim at present. 
-W. M. Scott expresses himself ready to 
lend the AURORA a helping hand at any 
time., 
-Mr. W. A. Scott has been elected Bible-
class teacher for the remainder of the 
term. 
-Look out for your health! These warm 
pleasant days are so liable to cause spring 
fever. 
-Base ball is rev1vmg; we have one 
match to chronicle,-lmt can't tell who the 
victors were. 
-A Professor warns the young gentlemen 
against the fate of Richard Hooker-that of 
a henpecked husband. 
-The ladies lament that Miss Lane failed 
to gain her suit, as she had promised to 
treat in case she did. 
-Miss Twitchell is performing many in-
teresting and valuable experiments concern-
ing evaporation from plav.ts. 
-We expect, soon, to have our patriotism 
aroused to the tune of, "Tramp, Tramp 
Tramp, the Boys are Marching," and "The 
Boys in Blue," by a first-class band in ad-
vance of a well-drilled military company. 
-The Trustees now have among their 
number, Mr. '.renney, of Cerro Gordo Co., 
who takes the place of Mr. Sherman. 
-Say, you Junior: what is the scientific 
name for Myderia vine! You had domef'!-
tic botany last fall, and ought to know. 
-A prospective soldier, eager to display 
his new military suit, wishes to know if it 
is against the rules to wear it on Sunday. 
-A Junior who had just made a zero in 
botany, remark'ed, that he never did know 
anything about adventurous buds anyway . 
-Two of the boys who sweep, have re-
duced cleaning to a science-'tis said, they 
can mop the whole Laboratory with a· pint 
of water. 
-As usual, the first ice-cream of the sea~ 
son came with the coldest weather we have 
had. One sensible girl steamed hers before 
eating it. 
-The suits for the band and military 
company are here at last. The boys feel as 
proud as they did when they got their first 
pair of boots. 
-A Junior, relating how Sansjoy was 
taken to the infernal regions to be healed, 
says, " they took him to the abode of his 
grandmother." 
-A political club has been formed among 
the ladies for the purpose of mutual improve-
ment in political information. Success to it 
and its members l 
-Student to Profess01· of Veterinary Sci-
ence: You can just proceed with your lec-
ture, Professor, I will copy it afterward. 
Professor: Thank you. 
-'.rhe post-graduates, with one qr two 
others, have formed a Scientific association, 
whose object is to be the reading and dis-
cussion of scientific papers. 
-For particulars as to. the classification 
of the owl and parrot, ask the Senior who 
attended the show the other day. 'Tis said 
he talked to an owl for a half hour, think-
ing it was a parrot. But he now claims 
that he can tell a parrot on first sight. 
No excuse, ~Ir. Senior, for all this ignor-
ance; as fur owls, the woods are full of them. 
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-A Sub-freshman, describing the diges-
tive process, says, "The food first suffers do-
mestication in the mouth, and afterwards 
assassination in the stomach." 
-A Sub-freshman, who had been shown 
the unusually large entomological collec-
tion of a Sophomore, innocently inquired, 
"Have you got to get all them bugs for 
Botany?" 
-Instead of beginning electricity the 
present term, the Juniors will'take a course 
of lectures in descriptive astronomy. They 
are rejoicing over prospective star-gazing 
expeditions. 
-The grounds are assuming their wonted 
beautiful appearance on the approach of 
summer. While looking over them, we feel 
like exclaiming, "Surely the lines have fal-
len to us in pleasant places l" 
-Soliloquy of Taylor, while standing on a 
chair with broom in hand: 
I love to see a little pig, 
And pat him on the head ; 
So prettily he wags his tail, 
When under Harvey's bed. 
-We wish to make an appeal to all those 
interested in science throughout the state, 
to remember our museum when they come 
across curiosities in the way of rocks, fossils, 
etc. Anything of the kind will be grate-
fully received. 
-" The early bird gets the first worm," 
and, "First come; first served," are the mot-
toes of the Sophomore girls who followed the 
creek three or four miles before breakfast, 
in search of cowslips, which they were afraid 
the gentlemen would get. 
-The lecture committee hoped to have 
secured Joseph Cook for a lecture, the night 
. after he spoke in Des Moines. They were 
disappointed, however, as he had made an 
engagement to go to Minnesota, just before 
receiving their telegram. 
-One of the Freshmen boys, while hand-
ling a loaded revolver, accidentally fired it, 
the ball passing through his hand and caus-
ing a very disagreeable wound ;-guess the 
old lady was right, when she said, "A gun 
is dangerous without lock, stock, or bar-
e!." 
-The joint Oratorical and Lecture Com-
mittees have framed constitutions for their 
government and presented them to the so-
cieties for acceptance. This is a new de-
parture, and one that will probably prevent 
much ot the misunderstanding and con-
fusion of former years. 
-Scene in Psychology:-
President :-Now, suppose I have a bunch 
of grapes and touch one of them, what of 
the bunch? 
Senior :-(Evidently remembering his past 
experience,) It disappears. 
President:-Perhaps you wonld rather I 
would not illustrate with this example. 
-May Day µassed off very quietly; no 
particular attention being paid to it. A 
few more than the usual number went to 
town in the morning, and, at recreation 
hour, the members of one table adjourned 
to the lawn where they made way with a 
basket of oranges. 'fhe others, so far as we 
know, spent it as they would any other Sat-
urday. 
-The weather has furnished a very fruit-
ful topic of conversation this spring; much 
of the time it has been dry, windy, and cold. 
There has been one storm, however, as those 
rooming in the tower can testify. The 
night of April 19th, the rain fell in torrents, 
accompanied by wind, hail, and lightning. 
It beat into the South tower so badly as to 
leak through the ceilings, down to the sec-
ond floor. 
-Senior, unable longer to suppress his 
rising literary aspirations, and longing for a 
place to stretch the wings of his fancy, 
seeks quiet and security in the treacherous 
recesses of the Laboratory basement. His 
fancy soars, and his eloquence floats serene-
ly on the evening breeze. But, harkl The 
ringing tones of an anvil, not more than 
twenty feet distant, brings him to more than 
a dead pause. The cruel frosts of ridicule 
withered the tender plant that he had cher-
ished so lovingly, and it died an untimely 
death. With a sheepish expression on his 
classic features, he makes his appearance, 
and endeavors to hush up the matter. His 
fancied security was a fraud. He now ap-
pears with haggard countenance, another 
victim of misplaced confidence. 
LOCAL 51' 
-Our library evidently has a prize in the 
possession of three volumes of Sir Philip 
Sydney's works, which bear every appear-
ance of having been the property of Zachary 
Macaulay, father of the famous historian. 
By the title page, we find they were printed 
in London in the year 1725. The frontis-
piece is an engraving of Sir Philip, under 
which.are the words, "In veniam viam aut 
faciam." With them there ifl an unfillfld in-
vitation to attend the court of Proprietors 
signed, Zachary Macaulay, Sec.; on this 
there are certain figures and words written 
in ink and appearing to refer to different 
passages in the book. 
-The Lecture Association has secured 
the Rev. Charles Steck to deliver his lec-
ture, entitled, " Heroism Recognized and 
Unrecognized," on the 22nd of May. He 
comes highly recommended and a great 
treat is anticipated. 
SOCIETY NOTES. 
'rhe Philo's no longer have to content 
themselves with an organ, but have the use 
of a fine piano which Prof. Fox has placed 
in their room. We congratulate them on 
their good fortune. 
The result of the mid-term elections in the 
the Philomathean and Cliolian societies, 
can be seen by looking in the directory. 
On Saturday eve, April 2'.lcth, the Crescent 
hall was crowded with visi_tors, e8,ger to wit-
ness the trial between Miss Victoria Hard-
fist, (Carrie Lane,) plaintiff, and Mr. Ben-
jamin Butterface, (Tom Burke). The alleged 
reason was breach of promise. The plain-
tiff claimed the small sum of $10,000, with 
which to heal her broken heart. The case 
was tried before. his honor, J. E. McGrew; 
Mr. Wm. McHenry, counsel for plaintiff; 
Mr. C.H. McGrew, for the defendant. 'rhe 
manner in which the suit was conducted 
spoke well for the legal abilities of these 
gentlemen. Wi_tnesses were duly called and 
cross-questioned, and it was difficult from 
their testimony to determine in which di-
rection the suit was tending, but we sup-
pose the pitiful expression on Benjamin's 
face decided the jury, as they gave their 
verdict in his favor. 
COLLEGE NEWS. 
The Juniors at Amherst recite at 6.30, 
a.m. 
William and Mary's College, with one ex-_ 
ception the oldest college in the United 
States, will soon close its doors for lack of 
support. 
The University of London has 211 female 
students. In examinations the percentage 
of failure among the women was 19; men, 
44.5. 
The campus at Cornell University is illum-
inated every night with electnc lights at 
an expense of one cent per hour. The stu-
dents talk of playing foot-ball by the light° 
thus afforded them. 
Great Britain sends ten students to the: 
University of Berlin, and America sends 
thirty-three. 
CLIPPINGS. 
Inscription on Ingersoll's tomb-stone:-
Robert Burns. 
Said the Vassar girl, on landing after a 
somewhat tempestuous sail, -.. Oh, thank 
heaven, that I am once more on vice 'Versa. 
It is now claimed that the first time the 
expression, "Eureka," was used, was when 
Socrates sat down on a tack, for which he 
had been looking. 
Prof.:-How dare you swear before me? 
Fresh. :-How did I know you wanted to 
swear first? 
After family prayers, a few evenings 
since, a little Quincy boy remarked, "Ma-
ma, how can God hear folks when he's so 
far away?" Before the lady could frame a 
suitable answer, a sunny-faced little Miss 
of five summers, unhesitatingly remarked, 
"I'll jes bet he's dot telephones runnin' to 
every place." 
The common evil of hazing at West Point 
has been arrested by the legal investigation 
of the heinous mutilation of the colored ca-
det, Whittaker. Experts have reported pos-
itive detection of the author of the note of 
warning which he received. The law will 
be more severe than the Faculty has been 
in such cases. 
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'81. Miss Maude Hicks thinks of attending 
school at Valpariso, Ind. 
'83. Mr. Turner is among those who have 
gone home on account of sickness. 
'81. Tom. Shearer tried for a whole week 
to have the measles, ancl then failed. 
'82. Elmer -ward is preparing for Law at 
the Iowa Agricultural College. Vidette. 
'80. J. R. McKim writes that he is improv-
ing rapidly, and hopes to partake of col-
lege hash by the 10th of May. 
'81. Miss Andrews received a wedding 
. cake from Emma Tummel-it was not 
her wtidding but her sister's. 
'77. James B. Butler was forced to drop 
the study of law on account of ill health, 
and is at present clerking in Leadville, 
Colorado. 
'80. Mr. John Mitchell is now teaching in 
-Webster Co., he has made arrangements 
to tart a drug store as soon as his pres-
ent term is finished. 
'74. Thos. II. Iles, once a member of '74, has 
been in Colorado six years, and is now in 
the stock business-horses and cattle. 
The indians recently ran off nearly all his 
horses. 
'79. W. M. Martin, a student at I. A. C. in 
'73, since a graduate of the State Univer-
sity, has been principal of the Solon 
schools for the last two years. He was 
manied to Miss Belle M. Sawyer, March 
17th, 1880. 
'80. H. H. Barnes writes us an ex0ellent 
private letter from Guthrie, Colorado, 
giving a vivid description of his old log 
cabin,and trials in domestic economy. 
He sends kindest regards to classes '80 
and '81. Success attend you, "Barney." 
Mrs. -Welch is suffering· from an accident 
caused by a runaway team. The carriage 
was turned over, and she was dragged 011 
the ground for some distance before they 
were able to stop the horses. One foot is 
injured so badly that she will not be able to 
step on it for some weeks,in consequence of 
which she will have to call to her aid a 
pair of crutches. 
I. K. FUNK & Co., New York, have made an 
attack on sensational and trashy literature, by 
publishing standard works at very low prices. 
They are offering to the public, "Knight's Pop-
ular History of England," in eight volumes, 
said to contain almost as much as Hume's and 
Macaulay's combined, from $2.40 to $5.,50, ac-
cording to the style of binding; "Idyles of the 
King," and a number of other works of tlie 
same character. They print these works in 
leaded brevier and on good book paper, and 
are able to sell them at an average of 30 cents 
per volume. Prof. Wynn informs us that Mr. 
Funk is an old schoolmate of his and a gentle-
man of high character in every particular. 
These gentlemen have certainly commenced a 
worthy and noble enterprise, in endeavoring to 
supplant the enormous amount of trashy and 
pernicious literature, by bringing these pub-
lications within the reach of all. 1'Ve hope 
they will succeed, and we heartily recommend 
our readers to examine them. 
EXCHANGEt:i. 
vVE can do no more, in this issue, than to 
acknowledge the receipt of the following 
exchanges: 
University Reporter, Oberlin Review, News 
Letter, Richmond College Message, Student's 
Offering, Simpsonian, Illini, Archangel, 
University-Press, Central Collegian, College 
Message, K. M. I. News, Stoddart's Ri!View, 
Mistletoe, College Journal, College Index, 
1'he Wabash, Collegian and Neoterian, 
University Missoiirian, College Vidette, 
Lasell Leaves, The Vidette, Earlhamite, 
Cedar Valley Seminarian, Cornell 0-raphic. 
On a careful perusal, one striking feature 
reveals itself running through the entire list 
of the above exchanges. vVe can see in the 
carefully written articles a full appreciation 
of the genius of such men as Rhakespeare 
and Macaulay; but we look in vain for a 
single reflection of the genius of Agassiz, 
Huxley or Newton. Is it not a pertinent 
question to ask, if the sciences are taught in 
some or all of these institutions, why not 
show a full appreciation of this important 
part of learning, by allowing the college 
exponent to truly represent it? 
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'78. Emma McHenry is teaching in Stuart, 
Dallas Co. 
'76. Miss Dudley has been absent for sev-
eral days. 
'75. R. P. Kelly is principal of the public 
schools at Keota. 
'78. E. G. Tyler will be found at the prin-
cipal's desk of the Woodbine school. 
'78. Miss Florence Brown sends for the 
AURORA. Says she will be here to Alum-
ni meeting, surely, 
'79. Miss Genevieve Welch has returned 
from Chicago, where she has been study-
ing painting. She will board at the col~ 
lege. 
'78. J. C. Hainer recently took a horse-
back ride to Nebraska. He has been re-
elected to the principalship of the Davis 
City schools. 
'77. I-I. M. White can be heard pleading in 
the courts at Davenport. How long he 
will remain there, he does not know. 
He sends $1.00 for the AURORA. 
'79. In a law office at Menomonee, Wis., 
will be found that energetic young man, 
Louis Manwaring. He has made out 
several papers for the circuit court that 
went through all right. 
'76. Illinois is fortunate in securing as a 
citizen, one of our most energetic grad-
uates. Let the following from the San-
gamon Daily Monitor speak for itself. 
·w. S. Collins, Esq., a young attorney of 
this city, has been named by some of his 
admirers for the position of State's Attor-
ney on the Republican ticket. While Mr. 
Collins may differ with the MONITOR in 
politics, there is no more deserving young 
gentleman in the county. He has some no-
ble traits of character which will commend 
him to any man who appreciates persever-
ence and energy in a young man. He has 
made himself what he is by his own indom-
itable "go ahead" and self-reliant energy. It 
is such men that both parties delight in 
honoring with a recognition, and, in all 
cases, give them preference above those who 
have attained position in society by the in-
fluence of wealth and political trickery. 
'74. C. P. Hastings is again heard from. He 
sends us a catalogue of the University 
of California: on a critical examination 
of its pages, we find, m the faculty of the 
law department, the name of Charles P. 
Hastings. It is gratifying to the I. A. C. 
to see so many of her alumni occupying 
prominent positions in educational msti-
tutions of other states. He is still loyal 
to the AURORA. 
'78. 'falent will be appreciated. W. K. 
Robbins, who secured a position last year 
in the Boston Institute of'fechnology, as 
assistant chemist, was not long since ap-
pointed chemist · of the Massachusetts 
state.Boar.cl of Health. His labors in this 
capacity wm' occupy his vacation only, for 
which he receives a remuneration of $250. 
He still retains his former position at an 
increased salary. Well, W. K., notwith-
standing Horace Greeley's advice, it seems 
as if an eastward emigration might some-
times be profitable. 
W. A. Thomas, agent for 'fakigrafic 
publications, Agricultural College. 
Go to John C. Bousquet & Co's., for per-
fume and toilet articles. 
Violins and bows, at Bosworth's drug 
store. 
Steck, May 22nd, admission 35 cents. 
Canes, bats, and balls at Bosworth's 
drug store. 
A large line of Ladies' and Gents' Hos-
iery just received at Thomas, Soper & Son. 
Come and hear Chas. T. Steck, admission 
35 cents. 
Everything in the line of gents' linen and 
paper collars and cuffs can be found at 
Thomas, Soper & Son's. 
Croquet sets, all yrices, at Bosworth's 
drug store. 
Ladies' and gents' fine shoes at Thomas, 
Soper & Son. 
Students, remember the lecture, Saturday, 
22nd. 
A complete line of dress goods and 
trimmings at Thomas, Soper & Son. 
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DIRECTORY. 
OFFICERS OF CHRISTIAN ASS'N. 
NELLIE M. BELL, President. 
W. A. SoOT'l;, Vice President. 
Krrrrn REEVES, Secretary. 
J.C. LIPES, Treasurer. 
·w. A. ScoTT. Instructor of Bible class. 
MEMBERS OF THE C.QU~CIL. 
C. D. TAYLOR, -: ,- ,·. ,- ... President. 
NELLIE M. BELL, r-r ,.,-_, Secretary. 
CARRIE C. LANE, JULIA HANFORD, 
F. E. FURRY, R .• J. HOPKINS, 
R. M. NICHOLSON, JAS. S. DEWELL, 
OFFICERS OF LITERARY SOCIETIES. 
BACHELOR. 
if. RASSET, 
F.E.FURRY, -
E. A. ALEXANDER, 
0. S. BROWN, 
R. M. NICHOLSON' 
J.C. LIPES, 
M. HAKES, 
J. L. SIMCOKE, 
President. 
- Vice President. 
Rec. Secretary. 
- Cor. Secretary. 
Treasurer. 
Chaplain. 
Usher. 
Ass'T. Usher. 
CRESCENT. 
J. R.McK1M, 
MARY DEVoss, 
NELLIE B. MERRILL, 
WM. H. McHENRY, 
R. J. HOPKINS, 
CARRIE U. LANE, 
J. E. }lcGREW, 
HERMINE H. HAINER, 
JULIA M. HANFORD. 
President. 
Vice President. 
- Rec. Secretary. 
- Cor. Secretary. 
Treasurer. 
Censor. 
Critic. 
Librarian. 
Usher. 
CLIOLIAN. 
NELLIE M. BELL, President. 
MINNIE BEACH, - Vice President. 
KITTIE REEVES, Rec. Secretary. 
JENNIE PERRETT, Cor. Secretary. 
DELLA NEAL, Treasurer. 
MINNIE KNAPP, Chaplain. 
MARY McDONALD, - Door-keeper. 
PHILOMATHEAN. 
E. D. HARVEY, 
LOTTIE ESTES, 
PHE BRACKIN, 
R.B. SWIFT, 
C. F. SAYLOR, 
LILIAN JEFFREY, 
JENNIE HORNING, 
MAMIE HUTCHINS, 
A. A. HATCH, 
President. 
Vice President. 
Rec. Secretary. 
- Cor. Secretary. 
Treasurer. 
Chaplain. 
Librarian. 
Usher. 
Ass't. Usher. 
OFFICERS OF STUDENT'S GOV''l'. 
Miss Ev AL. GREGG, - Capt. Sec.1. 
" FANNIE M. FROST, Sec. 2. 
" MARY J. DE Voss, Sec. 3: 
" MAGGIE HENRY, Sec. 4. 
GEO. REED, See. 5. 
T. w. SHEARER, Sec. 6. 
D. T. STOCKMAN, Sec. 7. 
A. G. ANDREWS, Sec. 8. 
G. G. NEWBOLD, Sec. 9. 
A. w. SWEARINGEN, Sec. 10. 
Go to John C. Bousquet & Co's for perfume 
and toilet articles. 
Go to Bingham & Co's for hardware, cut-
lery and house furniture. 
A. W. ROGERS, 
SHOEMAKER, 
AMES, 
H ABNER'S ART GALLERY. 
FIRST CLASS 
PHOTOGRAPHS. 
EAST SIDE STORY STREET, 
BOONE, IOWA. 
E. D. ANDRUt:;S. 
DENTAL BOO:MS, 
IOWA. 
In his brick residence, opposite the West House, 
AM.ES IOWA. 
A BORN HOUSE, 
DES MOINES, IOWA. 
RISLEY & VAIL, PROPR'S. 
THE KIRKWOOD, 
DES :MOINES, IOWA, 
BOGUE & WYMAN, PROPR's. 
THE BEST SHORT-HAND. 
SUCCESS ASSURED! 
Easily learned, wl-ltten and read. An elegant acoom-
plishment, a business necessity. Taught by mai1-:._ta;t-
books, reporters' supplies, etc. frirnlshed. itOOJJg 
Writer, 1oc., First Lessons, 25c., Compend. 25c. 
Agents wanted, circulars free. 
CHAS. VINC~, Tabor, Ia. 
